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Opera Clustering: K-means on librettos 
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ABSTRACT

With the development of artificial intelligence analysis methods, especially machine learning, various fields are widely expanding their 

application ranges. However, in the case of classical music, there still remain some difficulties in applying machine learning techniques. 

Genre classification or music recommendation systems generated by deep learning algorithms are actively used in general music, but 

not in classical music. In this paper, we attempted to classify opera among classical music. To this end, an experiment was conducted 

to determine which criteria are most suitable among, composer, period of composition, and emotional atmosphere, which are the 

basic features of music. To generate emotional labels, we adopted zero-shot classification with four basic emotions, ‘happiness’, 

‘sadness’, ‘anger’, and ‘fear.’ After embedding the opera libretto with the doc2vec processing model, the optimal number of clusters 

is computed based on the result of the elbow method. Decided four centroids are then adopted in k-means clustering to classify 

unsupervised libretto datasets. We were able to get optimized clustering based on the result of adjusted rand index scores. With these 

results, we compared them with notated variables of music. As a result, it was confirmed that the four clusterings calculated by 

machine after training were most similar to the grouping result by period. Additionally, we were able to verify that the emotional 

similarity between composer and period did not appear significantly. At the end of the study, by knowing the period is the right criteria, 

we hope that it makes easier for music listeners to find music that suits their tastes.

☞ keyword : Music Analysis, Music Information Retrieval, Natural Language Processing, Embedding, Classification, K-means Clustering

1. Introduction

Machine learning has made tremendous progress and is 

being applied in a variety of fields. Especially in the area of 

machine learning for music, researchers continued to expand 

the area with Music Information Retrieval (MIR) and music 

genre classification. This kind of music classification 

algorithm is utilized in a music recommendation system and 

contributes to more effectively finding music that users want 

[1]. However, there is a huddle to apply those machine 

learning techniques on classical music. 

In order to generate an optimal machine learning 

algorithm, the proper amount of dataset and the following 

significant data variables are required. Generally, music 

contains composer, published year, audio signal, genre, and 
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lyrics as primary data. However, in the case of classical 

music, there is no specific genre such as rock or ballade and 

not many classical music have lyrics. Also, the audio signal 

of classical music is incredibly long and hard to compress 

due to the complexity. If we exclude those data, only 

composer and published year left as a variable of classical 

music.

Therefore, in this study, we aim to classify classical music 

with more data for better accuracy. We also determine what 

criteria are the most appropriate to classify classical music. 

To include various data as much as possible, we narrowed 

classical music to opera that contains text data called 

librettos in musical terms. Also, regarding there is no genre 

for classical music on opera, we obtain emotional data as 

part of genre referring to the method from [2]. With these 

generated data variables, we will examine to find the proper 

criteria for classifying classical music through the clustering 

method by vectorizing the text data of operas and comparing 

it to notated variables of music.

According to a review by GW Milligan, clustering, the 

wide range of unsupervised classification, is a suitable 
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method for exploratory factor analysis [3]. Thus, for classical 

music, which is challenging to apply confirmatory factor 

analysis with clear indicators for classification, we decided to 

analyze the characteristics of each clustered group. Getting 

clustering by measuring the vector distance between data 

points, we compare each clustered label with other data 

variables that the music initially has. Through this process, 

we expect to be able to suggest the right method to classify 

operas.

We can contemplate four main factors to classify classical 

music. The ‘composer’ who composed the music, the 

‘period’ in which the music was composed, the 

‘instrumentation’ that music includes, and the ‘emotional 

atmosphere’ of the music. Since we considered only operas 

in the study, the instrumentation will be all similar. 

Accordingly, excluding the instrumentation factor, we will 

compare our clustering results with composer, period, and 

emotions. 

It is a challenge to define the emotion or atmosphere of 

the music. However, one of the previous studies related to 

our study, Study on sentiment analysis for opera proposed a 

method of sentiment analysis of the opera by computational 

method with librettos [4]. The study suggested labeling the 

emotional scores for each opera through the zero-shot 

classification. We apply the same method to get the emotion 

variables of the opera. Nevertheless, different 

hyperparameters on preprocessing and embedding model 

generating steps are added for better and more accurate 

results.

2. Related Works

2.1 Music Classification

Machine learning methods have recently been applied for 

the music classification task. With extracted features from 

signal characteristics and frequencies of general music, it was 

possible to perform genre classification analysis [2, 5, 6] or 

recommendation algorithms [7, 8]. Related studies have been 

conducted in two main directions: an analysis of the domain 

value of music signal data, and an analysis method of 

spectrogram image data.

In the field of music analysis, time domain values and 

space domain values can be extracted from the waveform of 

the audio signal, which is considered one of the features 

representing the music and used for classification model 

generation. Carlos proposed an automatic music genre 

classification task on the Latin music dataset in [2]. By 

applying time and space decomposition to machine learning 

methods, it was possible to classify 3,160 music pieces into 

10 music genres.

There are also some other researches that apply deep 

neural network algorithms to music genre classification tasks. 

For example, Bahuleyan applied the Convolutional Neural 

Network model on an ensembled dataset in [9]. He selected 

Audioset data, which contains more than two million sound 

clips, to classify into seven music genres. A pre-trained 

VGG16 model was mainly used to train the significant 

features of extracted MEL spectrogram images. To improve 

the performance, the gradient boosting algorithm is 

ensembled with the VGG-16 model, and finally achieved 

about 65% of test accuracy. These studies applied whether 

extracted time and space domain decomposition features or 

spectrogram images from music data. However, classification 

on one extracted musical feature did not show enough 

performance. 

To this end, Costa applied the ensemble method on both 

hand-crafted features and spectrogram images extracted from 

Western music collections, Latin American music, and ethnic 

African music datasets [10]. Support Vector Machine 

classifier was mainly selected for the hand-crafted feature 

data and Convolutional Neural Network on sliced 

spectrogram image data. Each classifier shows high 

performance on music genre classification, but the accuracy 

outperforms when the ensemble method is applied on both 

classifier results. 

From the above studies, general music can be classified 

with time domain, space domain, and spectrogram features 

from the music dataset. However, in the case of classical 

music, it is hardly possible to apply these algorithms, due to 

the length and dynamic characteristics of classical music.

2.2 Classical Music Classification

Even with these hurdles, there have been several attempts 

to classify classical music. For example, in the study by 
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Weiss, the author classifies classical music based on tonal 

complexity [11]. Machine learning algorithms, especially 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Gaussian Mixture 

Model (GMM) were applied to audio data, recording by 

piano or orchestra. They showed that the general 

classification method can also be applied to classical music. 

However, when complex music and standard music were 

combined, the accuracy was 67% in orchestra music. 

Therefore, it is difficult to classify the various types of 

classical music at one with audio format data. 

In another approach, Jiang attempted to classify classical 

music using spectral contrast in [12]. The author collected 

the first 10s clips from the music and analyze them with 

Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) that are widely 

used in audio classification. This study also can be an 

example of applying the classification method to classical 

music. However, in the research, they include Baroque, 

Romantic, into classical music and other music were pop and 

rock which are clearly different. If all different kinds of 

music are mixed it may be possible to classify classical 

music from other types of music. However, it is hard to 

conclude that using audio data for the analysis is also 

suitable to classify only in classical music. 

Regarding these related works, we added a newly 

generated emotional data variable for the analysis. 

Furthermore, with clustered classical music results, we will 

find which criteria are acceptable. 

3. Methodology

3.1 Datasets

For the analysis, we attempted to utilize as many diverse 

opera libretto datasets as possible. We referred to The book 

of 101 opera librettos and collected a total of 80 librettos 

[13]. Few copyright-restricted operas were excluded from the 

data collection. The dataset covers operas from all different 

periods, Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and Contemporary, by 

thirty-four different composer. All librettos were translated if 

it is not originally written in English, and scraped from 

www.opera-arias.com.

3.2 Classification

3.2.1 Data Preprocessing

As in all machine learning tasks, how to preprocess data 

in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks is directly 

related to the accuracy of the learning model. In this study, 

a total of 80 opera librettos were grouped into one paragraph, 

preprocessed, and then the data structure was changed to 

have one row for each libretto.

In the preprocessing model, simple processes such as 

punctuation removal, stopwords removal, lower casing, and 

tokenization were added for each libretto to reduce data size. 

In other words, label generation by zero-shot classification 

was applied with meaningful words left to determine the 

scores for the four candidate emotion labels that we aim for.

3.2.2 Libretto Classification

Zero-shot classification [14] is one of the representative 

unsupervised Natural Language Inference (NLI) analysis 

methods. When users set the list of candidate labels that they 

want to know in advance through the input data script, it 

analyzes data features’ word frequency and bag-of-words to 

generate the score results for given candidate labels. 

We adopted this on our opera libretto classification to get 

labeled variable because the genre cannot be distinguished. 

With these limitations, pre-trained zero-shot classification 

models from the transformer pipeline are recommended. 

In other words, the zero-shot classification method was set 

for learning opera librettos and outputting the scores for four 

emotions of ‘happiness’, ‘sadness’, ‘fear’, ‘anger,’ The 

Big-Six emotions, ‘happiness’, ‘sadness’, ‘fear’, ‘anger’, 

‘disgust’, and ‘surprise,’ were most widely accepted. On the 

other hand, recent studies of human emotion recognition 

narrowed six emotions into four emotions that can more 

clearly explain human expressions [15]. By referring to these 

facts, we applied four emotions instead of Big-six emotions. 

3.3 Clustering

3.3.1 Data Preprocessing

Since the clustering method calculates the distance 

between each data feature, the step of embedding libretto 
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configured in word format is essential. Each opera libretto 

consists of about 7,000 words. After applying the same 

preprocess from the classification, document embedding is 

required to perform clustering which is based on the 

measuring distance between extracted data features. 

Understanding our libretto dataset, the process that converts 

whole text script into meaning vector format is needed, we 

choose doc2vec model. Verifying the probability distribution 

of the words, the doc2vec embedding technique [16] 

calculates the vector distances between each document. To 

extract the representative features of each data, therefore, we 

adopted a doc2vec embedding technique that converts 

documents into a vector format. 

3.3.2 Libretto Clustering

The first thing we considered before the clustering method 

is dimensionality reduction. Each opera libretto was 

converted into an assigned maximum vector size in the 

embedding model generation step, but its dimension is still 

too large to calculate and visualize the similarities between 

each data point. In addition, high-dimensional input data 

normally causes the curse of dimensionality issues, which 

seriously degrades machine learning performances. To solve 

the problem, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

technique was utilized before k-means clustering in the first 

place. Under the condition of n selected centroids, k-means 

clustering is a proper unsupervised learning method to 

separate high-dimensional data. It divides the overall dataset 

into k clusters by minimizing the variance distance between 

them. We determine the optimal number of clusters with the 

results from the elbow method and silhouette method. 

4. Experiment Results

4.1 Clustering

Attempting the doc2vec embedding model for our 

datasets, the distributed bag of words (PV-DBOW) method 

was basically adopted with hyperparameters including 

maximum vector size, minimum word count, and model 

training epochs. Hyperparameter selection was conducted by 

changing the maximum vector size to 100, 300, 500, 1,000, 

and 1,500, respectively. The minimum word count, which 

removes that do not appear as much as the frequency of a 

certain threshold, was tested with values 1, 3, 5, and 10. We 

then train each model for 200 epochs.

Optimal hyperparameters for doc2vec embedding were 

checked by comparing clustered results with the labels from 

the classification approach and noted music variables. Since 

the most accurate clustering result was shown in the 

environment of 100 maximum vector sizes with 10 minimum 

word counts, they were designated as the right 

hyperparameters for the clustering method. Overall 

experiment was implemented with Pytorch 1.9.1., 

Scikit-Learn 1.0., on Intel Core i7-10700 processors with 

NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3070.

We then tried to reduce high-dimensional vector data into 

two or three dimensions, which are most commonly used to 

visualize the results of dimensional reduction. However, we 

are concerned about significant data feature loss from the 

dimensionality reduction process, which reduces 100 data 

variables into minimal dimensions. To keep enough data 

features, the dimensional reduction was also attempted in 10 

dimensions. After that, we also tried to find the most suitable 

dimension to represent more than 95.0% variance of the 

whole dataset. Table 1 shows the result of cumulative 

variance explained by the following n-principal components. 

(Table 1) Cumulative Variance with PCA

Reduced

Dimension

Cumulative 

Variance

2 7.62%

3 10.49%

10 24.98%

66 95.74%

The cumulative variance result of 2, 3, and 10 dimension 

PCA is less than 30%, which is not efficiently representing 

our dataset features. On the other hand, to get a value of 

more than 95% should contain at least 66 dimensions of the 

data. Based on these results, to have a sufficient 

representation of data without feature loss, the preprocessed 

vector format from the doc2vec embedding step is directly 
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applied to the clustering analysis without dimensionality 

reduction. Although there is an issue with performance 

degradation caused by using high-dimensional data, it is 

more acceptable than the important feature loss from 

excessive dimensionality reduction. 

(Figure 1) Elbow method for clustering

Checking the optimal number of clusters for the opera 

libretto used in the experiment using the elbow method in 

Figure 1, it was given that 4 clusters were recommended. 

4.2 Analysis

After obtaining the most suitable four clusterings as a 

result, we explored the clustering by comparing them with 

other data variables from the music. ‘Fear’, the highest 

emotion in all librettos, we compared the operas that showed 

‘fear’ as the highest emotional score by different periods. 

Consequently, we can summarize that the data with similar 

emotional moods do not belong to the same clustering as 

shown in Table 2. 

By confirming that the results are not clustered with 

emotions, it was able to find that it is consistent with the 

periods. It can be also inferred that it is clustered by the 

composer. However, when we evaluate the similarity index 

with the composer label, it showed a lower score than the 

similarity with the period label. In addition, after reviewing 

the composer as a standard and linking the relationships, we 

found out that one composer does not necessarily compose 

music with a similar emotional atmosphere as in Table 3. 

To calculate the accuracy with a computational evaluation 

method, an adjusted rand index score from scikit-learn is 

adopted. Comparing pair similarities between clustered target 

variables, the score provides a quantified accuracy value. The 

result shows the highest value with the period variable, while 

the lowest similarity result comes from the composer 

variable.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that classical music, 

especially opera, can be clustered based on its periodic 

features. Since classical music has no evident genre or 

specific signal distinctions, analyzing opera libretto with an 

unsupervised k-means clustering was considered. By 

comparing the accuracy of predicted labels with similarities 

among composer, period, and emotional atmosphere of the 

opera, we conclude that the embedded libretto datasets 

contain significant features from the periodic backgrounds. 

About the method, doc2vec embedding model with 100 

vector size, 10 minimum word count, and 200 training 

epochs were optimal hyperparameter settings for opera 

libretto datasets.

In fact, we were already taking into account the periodic 

of composition when classifying classical music. However, 

we believe that this study was worthwhile because it 

numerically confirmed that the period is the most appropriate 

among other classification criteria.

This study has limitations in that the emotional label was 

based on the pre-trained engine, zero-shot classification and 

80 limited amount of libretto datasets. Also, the analysis was 

limited to only opera was covered, not entire classical music. 

However, we still strongly believe that it is valuable because 

opera is one of the most popular classical music. In this 

respect, it will be more meaningful to find the most suitable 

classification criteria for all classical music in future research. 

And finally, it is hoped that a music recommendation 

algorithm can be also efficiently developed for classical 

music. 
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Composer_Opera Emotion Period
Predicted

Clusters

Massenet_Cendrillon Anger Romantic A

Massenet_Don Quichotte Sadness Romantic A

Massenet_Herodiade Anger Romantic A

Massenet_Sapho Anger Romantic A

Massenet_Thais Sadness Romantic A

Massenet_Werther Fear Romantic A

Verdi_Aida Fear Romantic A

Verdi_La fonza del destino Sadness Romantic A

Verdi_Don Carlos Sadness Romantic A

Verdi_Ernani Sadness Romantic A

Verdi_Falstaff Anger Romantic A

Verdi_La Traviata Happiness Romantic A

Verdi_Un ballo in maschera Sadness Romantic A

Verdi_Luisa Miller Fear Romantic D

Verdi_Otello Happiness Romantic A

Verdi_Rigoletto Happiness Romantic D

Verdi_Il trovatore Sadness Romantic A

(Table 2) Predicted Cluster values with same emotion

Composer_Opera Emotion Period
Predicted

Clusters

Cimarosa_Il maestro di cappella Fear Baroque C

Mozart_Don Giovanni Fear Classical D

Mascagni_Iris Fear Romantic A

Bellini_Norma Fear Romantic A

Bizet_Carmen Fear Romantic A

Borodin_Prince Fear Contemporary B

(Table 3) Predicted Cluster values with same period variable
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